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Floor Model with 60 pound base plate adjusts from 50 to 62 
inches in height. Includes convenient cast aluminum tool tray with 
assorted compartments and slots for tools, lubes, and small parts.

PRs-3M  //

Workstand

Bench Model easily bolts to any flat surface. (fasteners not included).
PRs-4M  //

bench  mount  Workstand

Wall Mount designed to be easily mounted to any post or wall stud.   
(fasteners not included).

Wall  mount  Workstand

Replacement cover for your clamp jaws, because hey, rubber wears out.

Permanently and securely attach your PRS-3M to the floor. 8” square 
steel plate includes stand mounting bolts. 
(floor mounting bolts not included).

floor  plate
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1002  //  RePlAcMent JAw coveR PRs-4M  // 

FP-2  // 

PRs-4wM  // 

Workstands



The CRS-2M offers a new, safe approach to lower bearing installation. This 
unique system utilizes specially designed, aluminum inserts to quickly and 
accurately install nearly any lower bearing. Simply choose the correct insert, 
slide the setting driver over the steering tube and tap the bearing into place 
with a hammer, avoiding any risk of damage. The CRS-2M includes three 
specially shaped aluminum inserts (1”, 1-1/8” and 1-3/8”) and a heat-treated, 
universal setting driver.

steering  tube         
bearing  installer

The Park Tool HHP-2M easily and accurately presses steering head tube 
races, eliminating damaged or misaligned bearing races and helps prevent 
dented and chipped frames. Our unique design permits quick tool installation 
and release after races are seated. The heat-treated bushings (included) 
provide a precise fit and alignment for most brands.

steering  race  press

The Park Tool Steering Race Remover makes head tube bearing race re-
moval easy. The tool is pulled through the steering tube until the flared ends 
snap in behind the race. A blow to the tool head removes the race. Tool fits 
most brands with 27–55 mm bearing races.  
RT-1 (1”- 1-1/2”), RT-2 (1-1/2” - 2-3/16”).

steering  race  remover

rt-1

rt-2

cRs-2M  // 

HHP-2M  // 

Rt-1 & Rt-2  // 
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Frame Tools



The Park Tool Handlebar and Subframe Straightener is a versatile and productive tool. The open hook design enables it to 
straighten handlebars and subframes. Vinyl coating on the hook and on the fulcrum pad protects painted surfaces. The hook has 
over 8” of adjustment.

FFs-2  //

handlebar  and  subframe  straightener
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Wheel Tools

The TS-7M is constructed from heavy gauge steel and allows for extremely accurate and 
reliable wheel truing at an economical price. For wheels up to 180mm wide and 740mm in 
diameter. Bolts to any flat surface, fasteners not included.

ts-7M  //

Wheel  truing  stand



tws-2  // 

star  driver  Wrench  set

3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10mm  
Hex Wrench Set.

Aws-11  // 
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Hand Tools
fold  up  hex  Wrench  set

The TWS-2 combines the wrench sizes  
T7, T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, and T40.

Ib-2  // 

Small and lightweight, the IB-1 features our unique forged aluminum I-Beam handle surrounded by the basics:  
3, 4, 5, 6, and 8mm hex wrenches and straight blade screwdriver. (laser engraving available)

Ib-1  // 

i-beam  tool

Perfect for the road or trail, the IB-2 packs all the essentials: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8mm hex wrenches as well as a
straight blade screwdriver and a T25 Star driver wrench. (laser engraving available)

i-beam  tool



4mm, 5mm, and 6mm. The 3-way Hex Wrench fits perfectly in the palm 
of the hand and provides tremendous leverage.

Aws-1  //

3-Way  hex  Wrench  set
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Hex Wrench Sets

2mm, 2.5mm, and 3mm Hex Wrench Set.

Aws-3  //

3-Way  hex  Wrench  set 3-Way  balldriver® 
hex  Wrench  set

4mm, 5mm, and 6mm ball end hex to get to those hard to reach bolts.

Aws-8  //

Our new HT hex tools are designed and built for speed, leverage and comfort. Perfect 
for changing rear sprockets or splitting cases.  HT tools feature an ergonomically designed 
grip, an extra long, super strong hex on one end and a ball driver hex on the other. 

Ht-6  //  Ht-8  //  Ht-10

hex  tools

ht-10 (10mm)

ht-8 (8mm)

ht-6 (6mm)



PH-1  // 
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Wrench Sets
p-handled  hex  Wrench  set

Set includes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10mm sizes. Park Tool P-Handled Hex Wrenches were designed to fit the task 
as well as fit your hand. Long shafts are equipped with a Bondhus Balldriver® for hard to reach bolts. Short ends 
are chamfered for an effortless fit in high torque situations. Speed bearing attachment adds quickness to operation. 
Wrenches fit neatly into included bench/wall mount holder.

Easy-Grip PVC dipped handles for comfort and stability. Precision fit, inertia welded deep sockets for nearly all  
applications. Set includes #2 & #3 Phillips head screwdrivers, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, and 17mm deep sockets. Optional  
vinyl dipped holding rack solidly holds and organizes T-handles. Hangs firmly on Park Tool cast aluminum tool trays, 
most steel toolboxes, or bolts to any wall or tool board (fasteners not included).

tH-1H (with holder)  //  tH-1 (without holder)  

chrome-vanadium  t-handles 
(shoWn  W/holding  rack)



TL-5 Tire Lever Sets are made to use on tough tire and rim combinations. Built of forged steel, they are strong enough for shop 
use and compact enough to be carried along. Specially designed tip engages tire bead and helps prevent pinched tubes. 8-inch 
(20cm) long, set of two.

tl-5  //

tire  levers
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Tire Tools

The PFP-3 is a high performance, feature packed floor pump at a great price. Capable of high volume 
or high pressure the PFP-3 features an all steel barrel, high pressure gauge and a dual head that fits 
Presta or Schraeder valves.

PFP-3  //

floor  pump



saW  guide

Av-4  // 

aluminum  vise  insert

The SG-6 Saw Guide ensures a straight, clean cut on handlebars and tubing from 1” to 1-1/4 “. Simply clamp the SG-6 
onto the tube and cut, letting the SG-6 guide the hacksaw blade. Built with a non-scratching body and heat-treated 
steel cutting plates to withstand the rigors of daily shop use.  Weight: 15.5 ozs. (434 g)

sG-6  // 
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Accessories

Park Tool Aluminum Vise Insert provides a safe way to hold small suspension shafts and fittings securely without 
damage. Aluminum jaws have three machined openings to hold shafts from 7mm to 15mm. Bridge spring allows the 
tool to automatically open.

Mb-1  // 

Our small parts holder is a great place to keep nuts, bolts, washers, screws, and whatever other small parts you 
can think of.  Stainless steel construction with a clear acrylic hinged top and four removable bins.  Small parts not 
included.  12” x 5.5” x 3.5” (30.5cm x 14cm x 9cm)

JH-1  // 

bench  top  small  parts  holder

This bench top accessory keeps small parts accessible and all in one place. 6” (15cm) in diameter and featuring an 
extra strong magnet, the MB-1 is available only in World Famous Park Tool Blue.

magnetic  parts  boWl



The MRK-1 is a tool kit, which contains 23 essential Park Tool products, needed for
repairs on a weekend ride or at the track.

bw-1  //  MRK-1

backpack  Workstation
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Accessories

Master Link Pliers make replacement of master links quick and
effortless. Insert jaws into each end of the chain and squeeze the 
handles to hold the chain while replacing the master link. Another Park 
Tool product to make your job easier.

MlP-1  //

master  link  pliers

The PB-1 is a work table that folds for easy transport and storage perfect for races 
or the garage.   Features a large work surface (91.5cm x 58.5cm) with specialty slots, 
holes, and recesses to hold tools, lubes, beverages, and whatever else you can think 
of.  Folding steel legs provide a solid base for a toolbox and supplies. 
Accessories: PB-5 Hand Truck Kit
Converts the PB-1 into a two-wheeled hand truck.  Folds neatly away when not in use.
Dimensions:  Set up- 91.5cm x 58.5cm x 82.5cm   /  Folded- 108cm x 58.5cm x 18cm 

Pb-1  //  Pb-5

portable  Workbench

pb-1

pb-5 (installed)

mrk-1
(tools included)

bW-1
(backpack only)

•  Ingenious fold out interior creates a 
convenient tool board that makes it easy 
to set up a workstation at any race, ride or 
home workshop.

•  A variety of pockets and straps keep tools 
organized and secure for transport.

•  Flexible compression netting and extra util-
ity pockets secure odd shaped items.

•  Padded shoulder straps and waist belt 
distribute weight evenly and make  
transport a breeze.

•  Twenty three genuine Park Tool products!

anti-seize  compound

Reduces friction for easy assembly and disassembly of fasteners. Ideal
for exhaust bolts, pressed races, etc. ASC-1 also seals and protects 
parts from corrosion and rust under the most extreme conditions. For 
use on steel, aluminum, and titanium. Comes in a 4 oz tube.

Asc-1  //

New 
Products 

VOTED TOP 10

2008

pb-1 (folded)



The STL-1 Park Tool Shop Stool has chrome-plated steel legs and a  
comfortable padded seat with a three-color Park Tool Logo. The seat  
swivels 360 degrees and is positioned at a height of 32” (81cm)—the 
perfect height for workbench or customer counter.  Weight: 15 lbs. (6.81 kg)

stl-1  // 

shop   stool
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Accessories

Ideal for quickly maneuvering around the shop or garage, the STL-2 
features an adjustable gas shock with 5” (13cm) of travel, smooth-rolling 
wheels, and a swiveling seat with a three-color Park Tool Logo. Adjusts in 
height from 17” to 22” (44cm to 57cm). 

stl-2  // 

rolling, adjustable 
height  shop  stool

Once you try on this apron, there’s 
no going back to standard aprons. 
The SA-3 is made from heavy 10 
oz. cotton canvas and has two 
rows of bar tack reinforced pock-
ets. The special crossback design 
removes pressure from the neck. 
Adjustable in length, with an
embroidered Park Tool logo.

sA-3  // 

Designed to help clean the grit 
and residue from stanchions 
while servicing forks. 30 inch long 
vinyl covered wire for no scratch 
use and “Sure Grip” dual density 
handles provide a positive grip.

Ftb-1  // 

heavy  duty 
shop  apron

fork  tube 
brush

Includes four brushes that each clean specific areas of the motorcycle.
Includes a stiff chain brush, a fork and tube brush, sponge brush for wheels
and spokes, and a tapered detail brush.

bcb-4  // 

brush  cleaning  set

Park Tool Nitrile Gloves keep hands free of dirt, oil and potentially harmful
chemicals and solvents. Thin enough to maintain dexterity, tough enough
to resist snags. Sizes M, L, or XL (100 Gloves per box).

nG-2  // 

nitrile  shop  gloves



6  Long  Lake  Road
St .  Pau l ,  MN 55115

Motorcycle Tools

888-568-4959
mcinfo@parktool.com
www.parktool.com/motorcycle

contact your favorite distributor for pricing and delivery

Contact Info:

Founded in 1963, Park Tool is the world’s largest 
manufacturer of specialty tools for the bicycle 
industry, our famous blue color found in tens of 
thousands of shops around the globe. Engineered 
and built with the same attention to detail,  
innovation and quality as our bicycle tool line,  
Park Tool motorcycle tools are quickly gaining a 
reputation as time saving, high quality tools built  
for the rigors of everyday shop use. We’re proud to 
say we’ve been making tools for over forty years 
and proud to use that experience to build this  
line of specialty motorcycle tools.

About us

© 2008 Park Tool Co.
® The color BLUE is a registered trademark and trade dress of Park Tool Co.
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